**DEVELOPER**
Ministry of Sustainable Development and Infrastructure, Bertrange

**PROJECT**
Rock stabilization, N27 trunk road, Bourscheid-Moulin, Luxembourg

- Rock and slope stabilization due to rock and boulder falls on the N27 trunk road, Bourscheid-Moulin
- 11 successive areas in total (total length approx. 1 – 1.5 km)
- The risks arise through progressive weathering and loosening of sections of the rock

**OUR SERVICES**
- Geotechnical slope survey
- Rockfall calculation with ROCKFALL V 7.1
- Rock stabilization plan (draft and final design) for approx. 8,500m² of overnetting and retaining fences
- Project planning pursuant to HOAI § 42, service phases 3 and 5 - 7
- Structural engineering planning pursuant to HOAI § 49, service phases 3, 5 and 6 for rock stabilization measures and statically effective anchoring
- Preparation and assistance in awarding of contracts